#HechaEnMiami
SPANGLISH LATIN LAGER 4.2%

PINT: $6.5

Inspired by our Latin roots, crisp and refreshing, perfect for a hot
Miami day.

LA YUMA AMBER LAGER 4.4%

PINT: $6.5

Very easy drinking, with a malty finish. You won't have just one!

CHOPP

4.2%
[SCHOH-PEE]
A fresh and full bodied Brazilian tradition served ice cold with three
fingers of thick foam that you can drink - literally! And the best part:
they just keep on comin'. Choose between our Spanglish or La
Yuma Chopp style!
CHOPP: $4 EACH

MANGOLANDIA MANGO WHEAT ALE 4.8%

PINT: $7

Did you ever wake up from the sound of ripe mangos falling on your roof?
This bright and sessionable Wheat Ale is Miami Summer in a pint.

BORN AND RAISED BLOOD ORANGE KOLSCH

4.8% PINT: $7

!Para todos los Phin Fans! This collaboration with the Miami Dolphins
takes a German classic for a spin with the addition of juicy blood oranges.
Fins Up!

FRUITED KOLSCH 4.9%

PINT: $7

When you are surrounded by an abundance of fruits, sometimes you can't
choose just one! This crisp cold conditioned ale was flavored with a
rotating fruit. Ask you server for el sabor del dia. Salud!

LULO SOUR 4.5%

SNIFTER: $8

A refreshing sour that surprises with a boost of fruity aromas. It
starts fruity-sweet and then turns into a slightly tart and sour finish
staying true to Lulo: a Colombian original.

CORAZÓN DE MELÓN 5.3%

SNIFTER: $8

What happens when we take German classic for a spin? Una delicia
is born. The salinity from the Gose is complemented by juicy and
refreshing watermelon. ¡Que rico meng!

HAZY COAST IPA 7%

PINT: $8

Bright citrus flavor of New World hops are at the forefront here.
Bright flavors of lemon, and stonefruit shine from Citra and Taiheke
hops in this full bodied hazy IPA.

SOUTH COAST IPA (#IYKYK: NO RESERVATIONS) 7.5%

PINT: $8

Love hop aroma, but not that lingering bitterness? This full bodied
Miami IPA is for you! This beer has the brilliantly fresh nose of an
IPA and is balanced by a full malt backbone. Yo quiero una ya!

CHANCLETA (#IYKYK BELGIAN GATOR ALE) 9.2%

SNIFTER: $9

Handle with care! Abuelita's chancleta is more than just a sandal. Its a
force to be wreckoned with. Don't be fooled by its bright golden
color and delicate aromas of fruit and spices. This packs a punch!

ARROZ CON MANGO 10.8%

SNIFTER: $9

What happens when you brew with rice flakes, mango, ginger and
habanero? Our Cuban friends would call that un Arroz con Mango.
Try this aromatic Strong Ale with a warming aftertaste.

PER’LA COFFEE PORTER 5.6%

PINT: $7

Our traditional porter, cold-infused with a custom blend of medium
and dark roasted Brazilian coffee. Its rich and smooth roast flavor
will have you ditching your afternoon cafecito. Now served on Nitro!

HORCHATA CREAM ALE 6.0%

SNIFTER: $7

Creamy, smooth and sweet, drinks almost like a milkshake. Spiced
with vanilla and cinnamon served on Nitro! Contains Lactose.

SAUV OF THE CITY 12.9%

1/2 SNIFTER: $8 | SNIFTER:$15

A harmonious union-barley wine aged in cabernet sauvignon
barrels. A malty backbone is enhanced by flavors of darkfruits and
acidity. This high alcohol cerveza is music to your tastebuds!

LA BOTANICA FLEMISH RED ALE 8.1%

22 OZ BOMBER: $19

¡Oye! Check out this luxurious barrel-aged Flemish Red. Cabernet
sauvignon barrels lend deep character of oak and grape to this
slightly tart, bright brew.

MEZCALITO 10.3%

22 OZ BOMBER: $19

Barrel-aged 14 month in mezcal barrels - valió la pena esperar! Rich
Mezcal flavors with Belgian spices are the ideal way to ring in our
4th Birthday. !Vamos de Fiesta!

BLACK IS BEAUTIFUL IMPERIAL STOUT 10.0% 22 OZ BOMBER: $19
A collaboration with Weathered Souls Brewing that started last year
to bring awarness to the injustices that people of color face daily.
This imperial stout matured for 9 months in red wine barrels and is
ready to celebrate Black History Month. We continue to stand with
you, always have and always will! Cerveza es para todos!

SELVA NEGRA IMPERIAL STOUT 10.8%

22 OZ BOMBER: $19

A birtday beer! This cherry chocolate stout aged for a year in
bourbon and molasses barrels to mature into our beer version of a
Selva Negra Cake. Feliz Cumpleaños!

OTHER LOCAL BEER

$6 - $9

Rotating guest taps throughout the year.

LUCITA SPIKED SELTZER 5.0%

SNIFTER: $6.5

Want to enjoy craft without feeling guilty? Esto es pa ti! This low
calorie/ low carb seltzer keeps the fiesta going without sacrificing
flavor. Available in passionfruit or grapfruit flavors.

TASTING FLIGHT

$14.5

Don't know what you're in the mood for? Sample 4 of our beers and
embark on an adventure! Include a Barrel-Aged Beer or add an
additional taster for $4-$6. Add our Cafe Con Flan Beer Shooter for $2.

MORE BEER

BEER COCKTAILS
CORAZON DE MELON SOUR SLUSHY

$8

Corazon de Melon Sour blended with fresh florida citrus, mint, and
cane sugar.

PURPLE RAIN

$11

SHOOT THE MOON

$11

QUE PIÑA REFAJO

$11

ToronjIPA stirred with house brewed chicha morada, fresh
pineapple, and cinnamon.

Lulo Sour mixed with Fresh Florida Citrus, House Brewed Amaro,
and Mint.

Inca Cola Orgeat shaken with muddled pineapple and lime, topped
with South Coast IPA.

CAFE CON FLAN

$3

Our tasty Coffee Porter combined with our favorite dessert: flan. We
top off this 5oz shooter with our flan foam. A shot of deliciousness!

MICHELADAS

MADE WITH SPANGLISH

$8
$8
$8

CHELADA
SOFRITO MICHELADA
RUBY RED MICHELADA

NATURAL WINES
$13
$13
$13
$14

ALBARIÑO, FLOR DE VERANO, SPAIN
ROSE, IDLEWILD, CALIFORNIA
RED BLEND, ES OKAY, CALIFORNIA
ROSE SANGRIA

Natural Rose wine stirred with orange reduction, fresh florida
citrus,raspberry, blueberries, and strawberries. Topped with our spiked
seltzer.

Ask our team about our Non- Alcoholic beverage options

@vezasurbrewingco

MORE CERVEZA

#HechaEnMiami

